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(  	UzwdzVzw*Lge>`Z	n(L. Valiant  1979r'b<eg	UzwdV NP-hardz*Th Kasteleyn X(xIx Pfaffian lg	Uzwd	)8 G }e Pfaffian s7
j|5OgFknlI G g	UzwdojvLg PfaffianJ8};>`glm	D`vL<e(UMg PfaffianJ8gvs	"(x G(p, a) =
(V (G), E(G)) )Pqm℄"℄sm)%
V (G) = {v1, v2, · · · , vp},
E(G) = {vivj||i − j| = ±1(mod p) X |i − j| = ±a(mod p), i, j =
1, 2, · · · , p}, ; p ud a > 1, a ∈ N .; GVe(>V (G) = {v1, v2, · · · , vp}, p = 2n. D V Gges7C B V Gs7 D %ge>z>$M = {vi1vj1, vi2vj2, · · · ,
vinvjn}VGge	Uzwsm	Uzw M D%g> sgnD(M),sm sgnD(M) g)WO)%
sgnD(M) = sgn

 1 2 · · · 2n− 1 2n
i1 j1 · · · in jn

 bi1j1bi2j2 · · · binjn.U G ges7 D Le G ;o}	Uzwg>e3>s7 D V G ge Pfaffian s7	)8e G Ue Pfaffian s7> G V Pfaffian g	. G V Pfaffian g!h)g$g Pfaffianh$H=Og~g,!OZj 9ls7 G g>?x$gH=O%l G g	Uzwd	
Little h'b<e2V Pfaffian a ar/: K3,3 zw mi-





























The enumeration of perfect matchings in a graph is one of important top-
ics in the matching theory. In 1979, L. Valiant proved that the enumeration
problem for perfect matchings in a graph is NP-hard. Kasteleyn, a physicist,
proposed the Pfaffian method for the enumeration of perfect matchings. If
a graph G has a Pfaffian orientation, then the number of different perfect
matchings in G can be counted in polynomial time. Therefore, it makes sense
to decide if a graph has a Pfaffian orientation.
In this paper, we consider a special class of circulant graphs, denoted
by G(p, a) with two parameters p and a. For a graph G = (V, E) ∈ G(p, a),
V and E are defined as following: V (G) is the vertex sets and E(G) is the
edge sets of graph G. In this paper, the V (G) and E(G) are defined as:
V (G) = {v1, v2, · · · , vp},
E(G) = {vivj ||i−j| = ±1(modp) or |i−j| = ±a(modp), i, j = 1, 2, · · · , p}
where p is an even number, a > 1, a ∈ N .
Let G be a labeled graph. V (G) = {v1, v2, · · · , vp}, p = 2n. D is an
orientation of G. Let B be a skew symmetric matrix of the directed graph
G. If M = {vi1vj1 , vi2vj2, · · · , vinvjn} is a perfect matching of G, let us define
the sign of M corresponding to D, sgnD(M), as follows :
sgnD(M) = sgn

 1 2 · · · 2n− 1 2n
i1 j1 · · · in jn

 bi1j1bi2j2 · · · binjn
If there exists an orientation D of G such that the sgnD(M) of all the
perfect matchings of G are the same, then D is a Pfaffian orientation of G. If














according to the known equivalence between the Pfaffian and the determinant
of matrix, we can use the determinant of the skew adjacency matrix of the
directed graph G to count the number of different perfect matchings in G.
Little had proved that a bipartite graph is Pfaffian if and only if it does
not contain any K3,3 as a matching minor. For graphs G(p, a), when a is
odd, they are all bipartite graphs and all contain K3,3 as matching minors.
So graphs G(p, a), when a is odd, have no Pfaffian orientation.
When a is even, for graphs G(4k + 2, a), given an orientation and a
perfect matching F , we discussed properties of the F -alternating cycles in
G and we proved that graphs G(4k + 2, 4) are Pfaffian. Finally, for graphs
G(p, a), when a ≥ 4 and a is even, we proved that graphs G(14, a) and graphs
G(18, a) are Pfaffian by enumerating all the different F -alternating cycles in
G.
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1.1 {azLVdTge(	rjZ	z8	L;gVz. sgm^6x8mg.o'gF"=F ;x%^ag=T*kgg=ws,!xm^)Tx6x8mg.)P0r8T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9 1 W RP 2vL<G℄M℄4g Dimer zojg	Uzw:QKT*4}NE>`grx	ESf/Er^KTh*ThX(zg	UzwdH<esgZ	mpZgjg/0!V<Z	1G!<N2du*L ([2], [11]). 	Uzwd\eC>`g.(h|Aedrx ))%#o:℄ - oQo:l>n`h ([5],
[11], [14]). }FE+xZ	g	Uzwd w#l"ZVzZ	gzwd%Ve},g	UzwdzgD̀ !h [21];vL<gzwd [22] ;vL<zwd Wiener .( (ge.() g,!	 [19], [18], [24], [25] pZNZ	<e=w\g	Uzwdz	2g	Uzwdzhp	?|dTh*ThKThg2,I ([1], [3], [6], [12], [13]).
L. Valiant  1979 r'b<e (_LV2) g	UzwdV
NP-hardz ([17]). *Th Kasteleynxzw*LZ	OT (Ising)eEFX(xIx Pfaffianlg	Uzwd ([7], [8], [10]).Kasteleyn [8]'b<o}g~℄tV PfaffiangFisher  Temperley  [4], [15]x Pfaffianz~℄4g|zH<3T℄gZ		Robin
Thomas  [16] zg Pfaffian s7Y<2g}7Sy	)8 G }e Pfaffian s7
j|5OFknlI G g	UzwdojZ	eVV Pfaffian g}>`glm	B C. H. C. Little F. Rendl  [27] vL<e=E Pfaffian J8gg$O	Q P. D.
Seymour Bellcore  Robin Thomas  [26] ;jx|5OFkllIe2gy'NUesg~o












9 1 W RP 32̀ Z	rZg PfaffianJ8V wlg,gw\(g PfaffianJ8Z	h}e=y8Z	g
Ve(UMg Pfaffian J8rVe(j+It℄4g*℄rgzwdz}>`glm	
1.2 vbot
p",yre G V.e}P/V (V (G), E(G), φG), ; V (G) Vgqm℄ E(G) V/ V (G) 0ug"℄~ φG V,4;drL G gT~"zr G gPqmz. e Ve~"~ u  v VLe φG(e) = uvgqm> e 6x u  v, qm u  v > e gxm	em` G = (V (G), E(G)), .e}-gs7eS}>"aS}RMrgqm℄x V (G) = {v1, v2, · · · , vp} )P"℄x E(G) =
{e1, e2, · · · , eq} )P", p, q *V G gqmd"d	ef%8 G  H >'g)8U8eeu9 θ :
V (G)→ V (H) ϕ : E(G)→ E(H),Le φG(e) = uv a a φH(ϕ(e)) =
θ(u)θ(v), "^eu9z (θ, ϕ) > G  H *kge'	Zx τ(G) )P G gR'	m` G >qm
g)8z$l8qm u  v, U τ(G) ;gek g, Le g(u) = v; G >"
g)8z$l8~" u1v1 












9 1 W RP 4;u}I+>* F - uV	; D V G ges7 C Veu<)8 C s7 D %[Ng s7}d~"> C Vs7g	> H V G gQ)8 V (H) ⊆ V (G),E(H) ⊆ E(G), , φH V
φG  E(H) 4g-6	; C V G ge)8 G\V (C) }e	Uzw> C Ve<; G\V (C) )P G 2 C ;o}qmGgIQ	; D V G ges7 F V G ge	Uzw)8 G gTe F - uVtVs7g> D V G ge Pfaffian s7> G V





1, vivj ∈ E(G),




a0 a1 a2 a3 · · · an−1
an−1 a0 a1 a2 · · · an−2
an−2 an−1 a0 a1 · · · an−3
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·















9 1 W RP 5_ A(G) VUM$> G VUM	; −→G V G g$les7 −→G g>?x$sm)%
A(
−→





1, vivj ∈ E(
−→
G);
−1, vjvi ∈ E(
−→
G);
0, r	jI A(−→G ) Ve>z>$_ A(−→G)T = −A(−→G ), ; A(G)TV A(G) gL4	; GVem`V (G) = {v1, v2, · · · , vp}, p = 2n.  Ges7Fs7 −→G , C B(−→G ) V −→G ge>z>$	z℄B {1, 2, · · · , 2n} HzgJed P = {{i1, j1}, {i2, j2}, · · · , {in, jn}}. z P Zsm bP)WO)%
bP = sgn

 1 2 · · · 2n− 1 2n
i1 j1 · · · in jn

 bi1j1bi2j2 · · · binjnZsm$ B(−→G ) g Pfaffian  PfB(−→G) = ∑ bP , ; P &℄B {1, 2, · · · , 2n} gTzgJ	)8 B(−→G ) Vs7 −→G ge>z>$ detB(−→G ) )P B(−→G ) gH=O detB(−→G )=(PfB(−→G))2.([10])Zx Pm(G) d G g	Uzwd detA(−→G ) )P A(−→G ) gH=OkQZ
o(/x −→G g>?x$%l G g	Uzw% 1 [10] ; −→G V G ge Pfaffian s7 Pm(G) V G g	UzwdkQ
[Pm(G)]2 = detA(
−→












9 1 W RP 6j%p*^a< G } Pfaffian s7gahjJ8% 2 [10] ; G Ve}udqmgm` −→G V G ges7kQj%/~J8hj
(1)
−→
G Ve Pfaffian s7
(2)G ;Teu<g< −→G %tVs7g
(3) )8 G }e	UzwkQzg	Uzw F , o}g F - uV −→G %tVs7g% 3 [9] e2}e Pfaffian s7a arS}' K3,3gzw minor.
1.3 bÆ2yovLgx G(p, a) = (V (G), E(G)) )Pqm℄"℄sm)%
V (G) = {v1, v2, · · · , vp},p ud a > 1, a ∈ N ,
E(G) = {vivj||i − j| = ±1(mod p) X |i − j| = ±a(mod p), i, j =
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